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Josh Morgan
Chair, London Public Library Board
251 Dundas Street
London ON N6A 6H9

Dear Josh Morgan:
I am writing on behalf of CUPE local 217, which represents the employees ofthe
Library.

London Public

As this is the time of year when the Library Board reviews the Internet Policy and due to the
external pressure being placed on the Board, please accept this letter as input into the
consultation process.
Members of the Union have expressed their concerns with filtering all the computers at London
Public Library. The Union's position on Intellectual Freedom and Internet Access is consistent
with policies put forward by the Ontario Library Association, Canadian Library Association and
the American Library Association. These policies are created in line with the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms.
We believe that libraries are organizations that should foster access to information and not
prevent it. Commercial filtering products often use keywords, phrases and subjects to block
content on websites. As demonstrated in 2008, many of the websites that were blocked by the
filters contained information on women's health, sexuality, science and websites related to the
LGBTQ community. Furthermore, people were still able to view websites with images that were
offensive to other members of the public. Filters do not block objectionable content in email
and are easily circumvented by more tech-savvy users.
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The members of CUPE217 support the current policy that the Library Board has created on
Internet access. We also understand the reasoning behind having filtered stations in the
children and youth areas.
However, we are requesting that you re-examine the policy to include a stronger statement
that viewing objectionable

content in a public setting is inappropriate

complaints about viewing objectionable

and that repeated

content on library computers may lead to a loss of

computer / library privileges. This is similar to other public libraries including:
Brampton:
•

It is prohibited to use the Library's Internet access or computer equipment to receive or
display sexually suggestive materials and text and/or graphics that are illegal, obscene
or offensive.

Burlington:
•

Think about the content and images you are viewing. If you would hesitate to show the
site you are viewing to a child, your mom, or 'Uncle Bob,' it means it is inappropriate in
a public setting. Please click away to another site.

Edmonton:
•

Viewing of pages which display pornography

•

Brutal, graphic and / or sexual violence

Halifax:
•

There are sites on the Internet inappropriate for viewing in a public setting. Library staff
reserve the right to end Internet sessions when such material is displayed.

The Union strongly supports the Library's role in providing equal accessto information, but we
feel that a more substantial statement is needed regarding what is acceptable in a public space.
If you wish to meet to discuss this further, we would welcome the opportunity.
Thank you,

David Caloren
President CUPE217
CC:Susanna Hubbard Krimmer, Jan White

